GL in Standing
Passive hand - intention of finding soft tissue tensions.
Engage body in a conversation…Listen to answer.

Helpful Hints

“Patient’s body will spontaneously direct itself toward
the restriction”. (VMII pg. 11)
Amount of force you use to start and follow this
process is the weight of your hand and a slight bit more.
If you feel your own shoulders, diaphragm or stressed
breathing you may pick up your own listening.

Stand directly behind person!
Be centered in yourself – YOU won’t attract ... YOU
won’t pull. This is the MOST IMPORTANT THING!
Eliminate preconceived ideas of where restriction might
be.
Body moves toward “opportunity of ease”.

Set your intention on “RECEIVE”! Don’t process, simply
notice (observe) how the body presents.
Patient closes their eyes - allows their awareness to
come inward toward the tissues.
Practice passive listening ... developing sense of distance.
If no response with passive listening initiate active
listening.

Always go with your FIRST IMPRESSION!!!

Light compression into body

Use most sensitive hand at mid-cranium:
Flat/soft, relaxed hand
Middle finger at sagittal suture (warm)
Palm is posterior to coronal suture

Compression (load) with direction - ”clock”
A fascial load / nudge provides an interruption in normal
compensatory ways tissues maintain tension.

As weaker “lines of tension” drop away, body reorients
itself along the line of greatest tension.
Posture of patient… feet apart or together, consider
arms or shoulder tension, normal breathing.
Having them focus on bottom of feet - helps ground
them.
Consider your posture and/or awareness of your ability
to read the patient’s physical / mental / emotional state
External things that might affect listening - glasses, TMJ
appliance, orthotics

Even if not exactly on main restriction and you
treat “something” you will help clear up some of
their body’s compensations ... the real line will
be more apparent next time they come in.

Differential Diagnosis in Sitting
If problem is in a weight loaded
joint (hip, knee, ankle) sitting
removes its influence on the
listening …

Intention!
The
body hugs
the lesion

Listening changes or disappears.
“CHANGE OR NO CHANGE”?
If the GL is truly in pelvis there
will be no change in sitting.
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